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My laboratory combines molecular, cellular, and physiological research to investigate the roles of mammalian glycans in
biology and disease. Modern literature including the current widely used cell biology textbook by Alberts et al., states that glycans are one of the four fundamental components of cells, along with lipids, proteins
and nucleic acids. All four of these macromolecules and structural components consist of a defined set of building blocks that
are used to produce their diverse structural
repertoires. The glycan repertoire, termed
the glycome, consists of saccharides linked
by glycosidic bonds to proteins, lipids, and
other saccharides. Considering their abundance and diversity, relatively few laboratories incorporate them into an integrated
research program. Because glycans are not
directly encoded by the genome, defining
their structure and function is more difficult and not amenable to template-based
biology and its associated current highthroughput technologies. With combinations of genetic, biochemical and physiological approaches, including Cre-loxP
conditional mutagenesis developed by this
laboratory, the biological roles of protein
glycosylation have been increasingly revealed. The functions ascribed to glycans
discovered by this laboratory, span roles in
apoptosis, autoimmune disease, the complications of sepsis, and as the appended
revised R01 A1 proposal includes – the
origins of diet- and obesity-associated
diabetes. Studies over the past two decades
indicate that glycans contribute to some of
the most important missing pieces in the
puzzles of disease, and their involvement
presents opportunities for rational approaches to disease prevention and treatment. Our research spans the enzymes of
glycosylation and the proteinaceous lectins
that exist to decode the biological information contained in glycans. By doing so, we
hope to achieve a more holistic and rigorous understanding of cell biology and the
mechanisms that govern health and disease.
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Glycosyltransferases and glycosidases
represent most of the enzymatic machinery that participates in determining the
structural repertoires of glycans produced
by cells and organisms. Changes in the
glycome can be observed in both genetic
and acquired disease states. While some
genetic diseases have been linked directly
to DNA sequence variation that then alters
the enzymes of glycosylation, multiple
common diseases and syndromes appear
to originate from metabolic changes in
glycosylation in the absence of detectable
inherited genomic variation. From studies
over the past two decades, this laboratory
has identified environmental triggers that
alter mammalian and human glycosylation, and which represent metabolic origins of common grievous disease. These
metabolic factors include dietary stress
and microbial interactions/infections with
the host organism. The disease pathways
induced by such metabolic processes
include, for example, the pathogenesis
of Type 2 diabetes in response to obesity,
primary insulin resistance, and high levels
of free fatty acids. In this disease pathway, an acquired change in glycosylation
is responsible for disabling the first step
of glycolysis among pancreatic beta cells,
which then causes beta cell dysfunction
that provokes disease onset. In another
example, the altered metabolism of glycans
has been found to determine the outcomes
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of infection among pathogens and their
hosts bearing normal genomes. Examples
of such microbial interactions have been
identified among our studies of the common mammalian pathogens Streptococcus
pneumoniae and Salmonella typhimurium.
Infections by these bacteria cause metabolic changes in host glycans that are
sensed by host receptor systems residing
in various tissues. The outcomes of such
interactions determine the course of disease, including the severity of host tissue
damage and the frequencies of host survival. From these and other studies to be
described, we are developing and combining high-throughput detection approaches
to simultaneously interrogate the four
macromolecules and structural components of cells, namely the nucleic acids,
the proteins, the lipids, and the glycans.
By observing both the inherited biological
responses governed by the expression of
genes and proteins, and the acquired biological responses governed by the metabolism of glycans and lipids, such combined
studies may further reveal the origins and
pathways of common mysterious diseases
that arise from metabolic triggers. Almost
all diseases originate from a combination
of inherited and environmental factors
that when considered together will be able
to explain the roles of nature and nurture
in disease pathogenesis.

FIgure 1. The molecular building block of life.
We have further defined 70 basic building blocks of life in all cells, yet we can only see a small portion, less than half….
By developing the means to interrogate and modulate all of these cellular components…our research at the CNM can address multiple grievous and
mysterious diseases, many of which are escalating in the human population
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